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abridge definition meaning merriam webster Apr
22 2024
1 to shorten by omission of words without sacrifice of sense condense abridge a
novel an abridged dictionary 2 to shorten in duration or extent tess wished to
abridge her visit as much as possible thomas hardy 3 formal to reduce in scope
diminish attempts to abridge the right of free speech 4 archaic deprive abridger
noun

abridged definition meaning merriam webster
Mar 21 2024
the meaning of abridged is shortened or condensed especially by the omission of
words or passages how to use abridged in a sentence

abridged definition meaning dictionary com Feb



20 2024
abridged definition of a book document presentation etc shortened by omitting less
important parts while retaining the basic content see examples of abridged used in
a sentence

abridged definition meaning synonyms
vocabulary com Jan 19 2024
used of texts shortened by condensing or rewriting an abridged version synonyms
cut shortened with parts removed half length abridged to half its original length
potted british informal summarized or abridged short primarily temporal sense
indicating or being or seeming to be limited in duration see more cite this entry
style

abridged english meaning cambridge dictionary



Dec 18 2023
adjective uk əˈbrɪdʒd us əˈbrɪdʒd add to word list made shorter by having some
details or less important information removed the abridged edition version of her
novel the abridged article was first published in 2010 fewer examples this is an
abridged and adapted version of an unpublished draft

abridge definition in the cambridge english
dictionary Nov 17 2023
to reduce someone s freedom rights etc he said that congress would make no law
abridging the freedom of speech had the state abridged his rights more examples
smart vocabulary related words and phrases definition of abridge from the
cambridge advanced learner s dictionary thesaurus cambridge university press

abridgement wikipedia Oct 16 2023
references abridgement look up abridgement in wiktionary the free dictionary an
abridgement or abridgment is a condensing or reduction of a book or other creative



work into a shorter form while maintaining the unity of the source 1

abridge english meaning cambridge dictionary
Sep 15 2023
to reduce someone s freedom rights etc he said that congress would make no law
abridging the freedom of speech had the state abridged his rights more examples
smart vocabulary related words and phrases definition of abridge from the
cambridge advanced learner s dictionary thesaurus cambridge university press

abridge definition meaning dictionary com Aug
14 2023
verb used with object a bridged a bridg ing to shorten by omissions while retaining
the basic contents to abridge a reference book synonyms abstract condense
epitomize summarize digest antonyms lengthen to reduce or lessen in duration
scope authority etc diminish curtail to abridge one s freedom to abridge a visit



abridge verb definition pictures pronunciation
and usage Jul 13 2023
verb əˈbrɪdʒ abridge something verb forms to make a book play etc shorter by
leaving parts out she has been asked to abridge the movie for television take your
english to the next level the oxford learner s thesaurus explains the difference
between groups of similar words

abridged adjective definition pictures
pronunciation and Jun 12 2023
definition of abridged adjective in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning
pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and
more

144 synonyms antonyms for abridged thesaurus



com May 11 2023
adjective as in capsule compare synonyms synonyms strong matches canned
condensed epitomized pocket tabloid adjective as in concise compare synonyms
synonyms antonyms strongest matches pithy succinct terse weak matches boiled
down breviloquent brief compact compendiary compendious compressed
condensed curt epigrammatic

abridged vs unabridged when to use each one in
writing Apr 10 2023
abridged refers to a shortened or condensed version of a book article or other
written work when a work is abridged certain parts of the original text are removed
to create a more concise version

choosing between abridged and unabridged



brilliantio Mar 09 2023
in the world of literature an abridged book is a shortened or condensed version of
the original but it s not just about making a lengthy novel shorter for convenience
abridged versions focus on the key points of a story removing subplots or tangents
that aren t crucial to the main storyline

abridged synonyms 111 similar and opposite
words merriam Feb 08 2023
adjective definition of abridged as in abbreviated synonyms similar words relevance
abbreviated curtailed condensed shortened syncopated brief compact shortish cut
back summary little sudden transient ephemeral transitory concise abrupt fleeting
succinct momentary short lived

abridged vs unabridged what you need to know



Jan 07 2023
an unabridged book in any format is a complete copy of the book with no
amendments shortening or any other alterations the book is narrated or published
in its entirety exactly the way the author wrote it for fiction it s easy to see why
unabridged is the most popular type of book

abridged vs unabridged books what s the
difference Dec 06 2022
abridged audiobooks are shortened versions of the original literature sticking to the
main themes plot and or pertinent information while cutting out any fluff
unabridged versions are true to the original book narrated or performed word for
word

unabridged versus abridged books selfpublishing



com Nov 05 2022
an abridged also abridgment book version is edited down to a more concise version
just the necessary parts some of the things that can be removed include plot points
worldbuilding backstory technical details references why would anyone create an
abridged version of their book specific audience

the little engine that could an abridged edition
amazon com Oct 04 2022
the little engine that could an abridged edition piper watty hauman george and
doris on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers

the little engine that could an abridged edition
piper Sep 03 2022
contributor internet archive language english 30 unnumbered pages 19 x 20 cm
although she is not very big the little blue engine agrees to try to pull a stranded
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